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5e shifter racial feats

Shifter Feats Pre-Name Source Effect Beasthide Elite Shifter with Beasthide feature: Natural Shield bonus increases to +4 Eberron Elite Cliffwalk Setup Campaign (see Eberron Racing) : Speed climbing improves by 10 feet while Eberron transforms the Dreamsight Elite Shifter setup campaign with a dream feature with a dream theme: +5 bonus on spot
checks, see invisible while turning Eberron Extra Shifter Sitter Races, two other mutant feats : Select The Second Shifter Racing Feature Eberron Gorebrute Elite Shifter with gorebrute theme: charge attack can knock off vulnerable enemies while turning Abron Longstride Elite Shifter races with longstride theme: Basic Earth speed improves by 10 feet while
converting Eberron Longtooth Elite Shifter Races with Longtooth Feature: Deal attacks 1 point damage universe while turning The Eberron Razorclaw Elite Shifter Races with razorclaw feature : Make two clutch attacks after charge while turning Eberron Swiftwing Elite Shifter Racing with swiftwing theme: good maneuverability, flight speed base improves by
10 feet while Eberron Truedive Elite Shifter racing turning with truedive feature: swimming speed improves by 10 feet, making underwater melee attacks in no penalty while Turning Eberron Wildhunt Racing Elite Shifter With wildhunt theme: gain blindsense while turning the Eperon races a big bite shifter with a longtooth feature, BAB +6: improve the critical
multiplier to x3 Eberron big preparation campaign Rind Shifter with razorclaw feature, BAB +4: deal 1d4 + 1/2 Str mod extra damage when all of the Eberron clutch attacks hit the Campaign Crying Recovery Factor, Schefer, Con 13: Healing When The Transformation Ends Eiberon's Preparation Campaign Shifter Defense Shifter, and two other mutant feats :
DR 2 / Silver while Eberron turned campaign preparation of the biggest shifter defense shifter, defense shifter, three other mutant exploits: DR 4/silver during eberron conversion campaign setup Shifter Schrusty (see Eberron Races): Fight without penalty during the disruption or death of Eberron campaign setup Shifter Multiatter with longtooth or moscolo
feature, BAB +6: Reduce secondary assault penalty with natural weapon to -2 Eberron setup campaign Interactive Shifter Shifter Transformation, Enhanced Initiative: Transformation as Instant Action Races of Eberron Shifter Agility Shifter with Cliffwalk, Longstride or Swiftwing Feature: +1 Dodge Bonus to AC, +1 Bonus for Reaction Saves While Turning
Racing Eber-Veer Veer Shifter, Wis 13: Combat without penalty while disabled or death racing instincts Shifter Iberon Shifter + 2 bonus on initiative checks; +1 bonus for listening, motivation sensation, and spot checks spot the brutal shifter with gorebrute, longtooth, or razorclaw feature, bonus base attack +6, the ability to rage or frenzy: the range of threat
and damage of natural weapons increases while turning the races of The Epiron Shifter Stamina Shifter with beasthide, truedive, or wildhunt feature, : Immune to non-lethal damage, not subject to fatigue or fatigue during the transformation of The Eperon Shifter Acrobatic Schefter Races, Cliffwalk, Longstride, or Swiftwing attributes, 4 rows, jumping 4 rows, 4
rows of stumbles: while turning you get rewarded to balance, jump, and stumble checks equal scoring the number of feats you have 2 times. Players' Guide to Eberron Shifter Magnetic Shifter: You get rewarded for handling animal, scare, and wild sympathy checks equal to the shifter exploits you possess. Players' guide to Eberron Shifter Shifter Stealth
Shifter, Longstride, Swiftwing, or Wildhunt Qualities, hide 4 rows, move silently 4 rows: while turning you get rewarded for hiding and moving checks silently equal to 2x the number of shifters you own. Players' guide to Eberron A Longtooth and Razorclaw Shifter. Shifter is one of the races out of the Eberron setup, along with Changeling, Warforgide and
Calakhtar that he forgot. The basic idea is that they arebeasts Lite, having a similar shape in monster powers without being completely broken as real lycanthropes. They are commonly thought to be descendants of humans and lycanthropes, thus relieving the form power. In their own world, they suffer from something of a bad reputation, and that's because
Iberon has twelve moons (and you have 13), which means that, originally, it was a big problem. It's so bad that the Silver Torch Church, a good Uber resident of the church, led a genocidal campaign against lycanthrope that pretty much wiped them all out. However, because this Eberron is thus a sharp clean black 'n' white alignment is nothing, the silver torch
also got a happy trigger and slaughtered thousands of innocent, harmless transformation in the process. Mutants have not really forgiven the silver torch for this and tend to be some of its harshest critics, if not the entire anti-church terrorists in the most difficult cases. And in case you think you can have bro with lucky werewolves tough, because the
creatures were bigger than church dicks and activelly set the Inquisition on the mutants in order to get them involved in the war and get some heat off themselves, so these days there is a lot of bad blood between the mutants and lycanthropes. At first, they weren't very popular, probably because art made them quite ugly. Seriously, even your typical furry
won't blast the corebook-corebook of mutants. Perhaps pointing to attempts by fans to redraw them as monstergirls, WoTC prettied them in subsequent art and steadily grew more popular, though Warforged has always won them. Dungeons and Dragons [edit] mutants are known to be original to two settings. Eperon where they started and Neenter Ville as
they became something in the forgotten worlds during the post-Spellplague period, but I've been retconned by the setting with how many fans hate that edition. On Eberron, mutants are divided into many different subraces, with an exact number based on the edition. Sub-races are based on the element of their revolutionary ancestors that they are able to
demonstrate, although some manifestations are generally considered more closely related to specific races than others. For example, Beasthides can show the durability of theteria and flexibility, but are likely to descend from them or are associated with west strains known for their hardness, such as ancestors, pesticides and badgers. In Nentir Valli, it is
known that only two metamorphic sub-races exist. longtooths and sclys, who are explicitly descendants of werewolves and sdcat proportions respectively. 3e Stats [Edit] Humanoid (Shapechanger) +2 Prowess, -2 Intelligence, -2 Charisma Average Base Earth Speed 30 Shift (SU): 1/day for 3 + rounds of universe modification, the transformation can enter a
transformation that looks like barbarian rage, earning interest and bonus +2 to a single ability based on the mutant subrace. For each shifter achievement, shift time per day increases by +1 round, and for each 2 such feats, they can convert +1 times a day. Beasthide: +2 Constitution, +2 AC Longtooth Natural: +2 Strength, Bite Attack 1d6 +1/4 Levels
Cliffwalk Damage: +2 Versatility, Climbing Speed 20 Ft Razorclaw: +2 Versatility, 2 X30000000000000Long Stride Levels: +2 Versatility, +10ft Speedhunt: +2 Constitution, Low Visibility Smell +2 Racial Bonus on Balance, Climbing and Jumping Checks. Favorite class: Ranger 3.5 Alternative [Edit] Saurian Chivers [edit] Although i got to ignore the kind of
mutants for most of The Ibron's publication, Dragon Magazine did throw them a few bones. Perhaps the biggest of them was the suppter Saurian Shivter's Dragon #328, which replaces the mammalian/schefter's classic origins with those of saurian. Or, in other words, it turns a mutant race into a way to play your choice of dinosaurs, which is either awesome
or the stupidest thing you've ever heard, depending on who you ask. Adjusted ability Score: +2 Constitution, -2 Intelligence, -2 Charisma Racial Classification: Humanoid (Reptilian, Shapechanger) Size: Ground Speed Base Medium: 30ft Low Light Ethnic Vision Skill Bonus: +2 To Balance, Climb and Jump Checks. Transformation (SU): Each saurian saurian
saurian saurian has one dinothropic strain, selected from a list of seven below. This check is set when the character is created and can no longer be changed. Once a day, the saurian saurian saurian can take advantage of this ratio, and get bonuses depending on their proportions. Transformation is a free act and lasts for a number of rounds equal to 3+
bonus saurian saurian (using an increased bonus resulting from any constitution enhancement gained from the form of a shift, if As with ordinary mutants, the saurian saurian can increase this duration and how easy it may take the form of a transformation by taking transformation exploits. Increase the conversion duration by +1 round per feat shift taken,
while each 2 transformation exploits taken increases the amount of times you can turn each day by 1 1. If the switch gives the option of a natural attack, Saurian May perform only one natural attack in each round, even if they have a base attack bonus high enough to award multiple attacks. Favorite class: Ranger Saorian Shifter Genealogy: Beasthide: +2
Constitution and +2 Natural Shield Bonus. Broadwing: +2 versatility, ignore the first 40 feet of falling. Junglerunner: +2 versatility and increase the basic ground speed by +20 feet. Longtooth: +2 strength, grow fangs that give a natural attack (bite) that inflicts 1D6 + 1 per 4 character damage levels. Longtooth could have turned to make her attack bite as a
secondary attack with a -5 penalty. Raptorlie: +2 power, +4 for all jumpchecks, always calculated having a start running for jumping checks. Razorclaw: +2 strength, grow claws that give a natural attack (claw) that inflicts 1D4 + 1 per 4 character damage levels. Razorclaw can turn an attack with a single claw as standard procedure or with both claws as a full
round procedure (in both cases as a basic natural weapon). They can also use their claw as a secondary attack (a light weapon out of hand), with a penalty -2. Widetail: +2 Constitution, a strong tail that gives a natural attack (tail slap) that inflicts 1D6 + 1 per 4 character damage levels. A wide tail turning his attack could make a secondary blow-up attack with
a penalty -5. 4e Stats [Edit] Power Scores: Longtooths Get +2 Power/+2 Wise, Razorclaws Get +2 Versatility/ + 2 Wise - They didn't even get flexible stats in Dragon #397! Size: Medium Speed: 6 Boxes (30 feet) Vision: Low Light Skill Rewards: +2 Athletics, +2 Endurance for Longtooths, +2 Acrobatics and +2 Stealth Razor for Racial Claws Power-Shifting:
When blood is stained, as a simple measure, you can switch to a better form until the end of the encounter. The exact rewards you get from your variable model depend on your subrace. Longtooths earn +2 damage and regeneration (2/4/6) while stained with blood, and Razorclaws earn +2 speed, +1 AC and +1 reflex. 5e [edited] Transformers debuted in the
early 5e Eberron update discovered Arkana, before Keith Baker put out his own glorified theatrical version in Eberon's Wayfinder Guide. The final version appeared in Epiron: Rise of the Last War, and were mostly identical to baker's version... Except for replacing his +1 versatility is a feature of the mutant element so Shifter Beasthide can have a +2
Constitution/+1 strength modifying ethnic ability, stripping all other ethnic qualities of the transformation feature and rewarding subrace-based skills. Tens of capabilities: Depends on Size: Medium Darkvision 60 ft shift: As a bonus measure, you can assume a more ialial appearance. This transformation lasts for one minute, until you die, or until you return to
your normal appearance as an additional measure. When you make a makeover, you get temporary hit points equal to your level + your constitution rate (minimum temporary hit point 1). You can also get additional benefits depending on your subrace transformation, shown below. Once the shift, you can't do it again until you're done with a short or long rest.
Laguages: Subraces Beasthide Common Power Points: +2 to Constitution, +1 to Natural Athlete Power: You have efficiency in athletics. Turnaround advantage: Whenever you switch, you get additional 1d6 temporary hit points, and while turning, you have a +1 bonus for AC. Longtooth ability grades: +2 to strength, +1 to fierce dexterity: you have the
efficiency of intimidation. Shift feature: During a makeover, you can use your elongated fangs to make an unarmed strike as a bonus measure. If you hit with your fangs, you can handle the hole damage equal to 1d6+ your strength rate, rather than the natural beating damage of an unarmed blow. Power Points on Swiftstride: +2 to Prowess, +1 to Charisma
Graceful: You have mastery in acrobatics. Transformation feature. While turning, increase your walking speed by +10 feet. Additionally, you can move up to 10 feet as a reaction when the enemy ends up in turn within 5 feet of you. This movement does not provoke attacks of opportunity. Wildhunt Scores Ability: +2 to Wisdom, +1 to Natural Prowess Tracker:
You have the efficiency of survival. Transformation feature. While turning, you have an advantage over wise checks, and enemies within 30 feet of you can't attack you with an advantage unless you're incapacitated. Pathfinder[edit] called Skinwalkers in Pathfinder. The basic slyswalker is a tryst product between lycanthrope and intelligent humanoid. The vast
majority of Skinwalkers are half human, although halfling, dwarf, or elvin (and possibly even gnome) is said to be possible. Deciding to RP as a non-human Skinwalker does not affect base stats, the only thing that may affect is your size, so the things that will affect your size (such as the size of the damage dice you roll for natural attacks, since skinwalkers
are natural attack machines, the choice to have a small race is the lame yourself). Walker's standard swamp knife descends from the untold plug, but with the rules of alternative blood lines that are released in later splatbooks you can tell who your father is. Complete with different rates for scores of ability, skills and unique abilities such as spelling. Some are
silly and specialized, but some are very cool. New options include: Aerieborn: Erraptors. of a variety of predatory birds, not a smart girl variety. Wise and aware of one of the few nice Skinwalkers. It can not fly normally, at best it can only fall feather, which is lame. Bloodstained: Descendfrom the waps! They are like semi-vampires, establishing their hierarchy
of herds and thirsting for blood. They can turn into bats to fly around and do bat things. Coldburn: The only really good walker skin, and the bear is derived from Coldburn is a sober and powerful defender of the natural order of things. Vangeld: Arrogant and arrogant. They are strong and agile, capable of great cunning and tend to rise to the top of human
organizations through charisma, intimidation and treachery. Nighskulk: Sneaky spawning rts that usually spread urban and urban areas. Physically frustrated (compared to other Skinwalkers), but can be sick with a natural attack. Ragebred: Spawn from the peck. They will you with natural attacks, making them the perfect choice for the Barbarian in a race
that already makes a huge choice for the needle. Heart scale: cold and sick swamp dwellers. Somehow said to be the most common type of Skinwalker, because I know when I see a crocodile the first thing that passes in my mind is I want to it! Sailor: Fokin's sharks were! They tend to think of themselves as kings of the sea, with their ferocity they can
continue to fight on the brink of death. Most of its water and aquatic life capacity is related, but can remain on earth indefinitely. Witchwolf: Werewolf? It was -- it's a masculine prefix. (Wavewolf) is as brutal and cunning as their master, they tend to be located near forests and fields, often in the service of witches. They get 1/day Magic Fang to add a little more
bite to their bite. To make things more confusing, the ultimate wild splatbook shifter was introduced as a Pathfinder class. This is a kind of hybrid druid fighter, and some mysterious similrities to the prison director; Unlike druids, it only earns a few different aspects - 5 in total, from level 20. Initially, they can only call secondary models, but in the fourth level
they acquire their own version of the wild shape feature, which allows them to call a main model - which turns into an animal into the animal in question. For example, bats give Darkvision as a secondary form, and the form of terrible bats as a main form. In all cases, both secondary and major forms, such as shifter levels, are more effective. It can combine
secondary shapes with the advantage of the Shipperiki-Aspect class, the production of Shifter claws as a defensive weapon, and its defensive instinct ability encourages it to embrace its subject of abandoned metal shields by letting its wisdom rate affect its shield and CMD class. For the full rumbling down, see Shifter .. Page 2 There are the following
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